
TIME (BUT IS THERE THE WILL?) TO SORT OUT THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 

While Covid-19 plays havoc with the property development and construction industry, now is the 

time to expedite statutory approval processes to revive the sector post pandemic, not least of 

which is the need to look at self certification, says Simmy Peerutin of Peerutin Architects. 

The Construction Covid-19 Rapid ResponseTask Team that has lobbied on behalf of the construction 

industry has done a remarkable job in coordinating more than 30 representative organisations, and 

the documents the Task Team has produced make good reading. But I worry that it is lost in the 

'noise' being directed at government at this time, with every industry making a case for re-opening.  

However, one aspect that may need more specificity is the stimulation of the construction sector 

post lockdown by expediting statutory approvals. 

The problem is that the solution requires willingness on the part of national, provincial and local 

government to work together to streamline the consideration/approval process and, having myself 

spent 15 years on various local and provincial committees, I cannot see that happening in any 

meaningful way. This streamlining is necessary because there are major issues with the National 

Building Regulations (NBR), the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA), the National 

Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) and the City of Cape Town Planning By-laws. 

To mention a few of the biggest problems:  

 Section 7 of the NBR is now probably the most problematic section among all legislation (and it 

has some stiff competition). This is because a building plan that has passed all other hurdles may 

still be refused due to issues (of desirability and disfigurement) that should properly have been 

fully covered in all the other approvals. The Simcha Trust judgement has, in my opinion, the 

potential to cause massive damage to the development industry unless it is sorted out by a 

redraft. 

 The other massive problem in the NBR is that each comment requiring amendment of the 

submitted building plans is deemed a refusal, meaning that the clock starts again on the 30 or 60 

days the regulations allow for consideration. It is not uncommon for there to be two or three 

amendment letters … meaning two to three refusals and timeframes stretching to many months. 

 A third issue contributing massively to development anxiety is the issuing of the Occupancy 

Certificate by Council. At the very point of maximum financial exposure, the release of monies by 

the purchasers’ banks is dependent upon a council process fraught with red tape. 

Maybe it is time to consider self-certification of building plans by architects along the same lines as 

those for structural engineers. Or maybe it is time to adopt the UK method, whereby a third party 

certifies compliance. I am told they not only certify but actively help practitioners to ensure 

compliance.  

NEMA has some environmental triggers that are clearly not meant to apply in an urban context, such 

as development within 100m of the high-water mark. While the City of Cape Town has demarcated a 

coastal urban edge, the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning has not 

adopted it. In absence of a declared setback line, developers are required to engage in a formal 

environmental process which can be lengthy and expensive. I am sure there are many other coastal 

areas in the country challenged by this very issue. 

Since the Gees judgement has allowed heritage committees to consider the merits of the proposed 

building that may be erected in place of the heritage resource under consideration, NIMBYs have 

used heritage as their battleground to delay or kill development. It can result in the ridiculous 
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situation where a building in a R4 zone erected in place of a house over 60 years old is limited to the 

same height as that small house, while the surrounding buildings are allowed to develop to their full 

five-to-seven storey height.  

I can only refer to my own experience with the Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law when it comes 

to development-unfriendly issues. The first is the so-called timescales for the various activities of a 

planning application. Like the Building Plan Submission refusals resetting the clock, the 90 days for 

consideration of a Land Use Application only starts once the application is deemed ‘complete’. And, 

by complete, they mean all processes – objections and appeals – have been dealt with. And while 

there are some timeframes for advertising periods and report writing, these are rarely adhered to 

and I know of no case carrying sanction of a tardy official. The truth is no professional can give a 

prospective client/applicant a clear timeline as to when consideration/approval will be forthcoming. 

Another instance of a seeming lack of will to change is the City’s unwillingness to review the process 

of defining parking requirements in the by-law. At present, it is done by maps defining PT1 and PT2 

zones. The problem is these zones do not seem to adequately reflect the transport available and 

their review and updating seems to occur in an endless unaccountable loop (although we have had a 

fairly recent update, the first in a long while). 

And finally, we come to the culture of national, regional and local bureaucracy and politicians. The 

first two tiers seem simply too far removed from the ordinary person, or voluntary association, or 

the like, to concern themselves with meaningful engagement (and by that I mean engagement that 

yields meaningful improvement in the processes). The latter seems to live in fear of the threatened 

adverse audit findings that seem to paralyse innovation or facilitative engagement with applications. 

As a wise developer once told me in relation to approvals: “No one in government has been fired for 

saying no.” Audits have a place, but would it not be great if official were allowed to actively support 

and facilitate responsible development? 

Having said that, for over five years I have been part of a Council Engagement Group comprising 

senior council officials and representatives of the construction profession that meets monthly, and 

that forum has had many small successes and some larger ones in clarifying ambiguities, changing 

regulations and streamlining processes. While the successes need to be greater and more significant 

in shortening approval times, this is a model that could be utilised and expanded upon. 

When the President states that it can no longer be business as usual, given the issues outlined above 

I cannot but wonder whether the drafters and the custodians of the plethora of legislation will move 

swiftly, if at all, to align legislation and to facilitate investment. But if ever there was a time to do it, 

it is now. Failure to act will mean the closure of many more businesses and the loss of many more 

jobs. 
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